
Using fonts and typeface settings correctly and successfully I think is one of the elements 

of design that is both difficult to master and often overlooked by beginning designers.  I know 

that I personally do not often spend a lot of time going through fonts when creating a 

presentation or other visual device.  Often, I will simply use the fonts that are provided or 

suggested in a template, simply because it saves me time and I know it will look good.  Spending 

the time to really pick your font style, however, can have a huge impact on the overall 

presentation. 

 For a recent project, my group mate and I tried to pick fonts to specifically convey a 

feeling or a message, trying to use typeface to help enhance the overall message of the display.  

The project itself was an attempt at decoding non-fiction books: what to look for, and 

particularly how they differ from fiction books.  In preparing for the project, we realized that if 

we chose our fonts carefully, we could attempt to convey the mood of the different categories of 

writing. 

 We used a Venn diagram to list the differences between fiction and non-fiction books, 

and in doing so, we were very conscious in our choice of fonts for both sides of the diagram.  On 

the fiction side, we chose a very whimsical, Seussian font.  The colors were bright and happy and 

the font was easy to read.  On the non-fiction side of the diagram, however, we chose a very 

serious, serif, font, and stuck mostly to grey and black colors.   

 Reynolds (2010) states, “depending on your content, an offbeat, overly formal, or 

otherwise unusual typeface can be very effective at creating a certain mood” (48).  I tend to agree 

with him – and this is generally what my group mate and I tried to do with the fonts in our 

poster.  While we were not trying to portray that fiction was more “fun” than non-fiction, I think 



we were trying to portray a sense of whimsy and fantasy versus cold hard facts – and I think the 

fonts did a pretty good job at portraying that. 

 Aside from just portraying a certain mood, Reynolds discusses other impacts font and 

typeface can have on a presentation or designed element.  In particular, one area that he 

mentioned that really stood out, specifically because I had never really considered it before, was 

using text to create bilingual slides and presentations.  Especially coming from working in 

Paterson where many of the students that I taught were bilingual, one would think that the 

thought would have crossed my mind before – however, until I read Reynolds’ take on it, I never 

really considered it. 

 What I find most interesting about the concept of using bilingual fonts for a design 

project, is the extra element that it adds.  Especially for individuals who cannot read one of the 

two languages, the font is nothing more than a visual element to the piece.  If the viewer cannot 

read the language, the words become nothing more than symbols that serve no practical purpose.  

Therefore, the designer must think thoroughly about where they place this text in their overall 

design since the viewer will be looking at it regardless of his or her ability to read it.  The 

designer needs to then be careful about using this font in a way that can still enhance the overall 

presentation – it needs to be legible for those who need to read it, but presented aesthetically 

enough so that it does not detract from the overall presentation for those individuals who cannot 

read it. 

 I think this brings up an interesting point in that the designer should be designing his or 

her projects considering all fonts and typefaces thoroughly and carefully.  At the heart of it, text 

is nothing more than symbols – granted we have the ability to understand and translate these 

symbols.  Designers need to be aware of this though, and they need to be willing to devote time 



into making sure that these symbols are compiled in a well thought out and aesthetically pleasing 

way. 

 Sometimes, however, in order to do this effectively it takes some tricks.  One method that 

Reynolds outlines in his book involves placing shapes over a picture, so that any text typed on 

top of the picture will be legible.  Without placing the shape, if the picture or background is 

busy, the text can easily get lost in the picture.  Especially if the designer wants their viewers to 

be able to read the text, this is unacceptable.  However, even if the designer doesn’t want their 

viewer to read the text (then why put the text on the slide? Though that is a different reflective 

paper altogether), and perhaps has it on the design element for some other reason, it can still be 

distracting to have letters and pictures fighting. 

The good news is, I have seen individuals attempt to use shapes to help make their text 

more readable, the bad news is, usually when I see it, the shape is often placed haphazardly and 

without thought on top of the picture.  While the text is easy to read, it again becomes a 

distracting design element, because it no longer feels like it is part of the project.  Reynolds, 

however, uses a method where he includes transparent shapes – either white or black, so that the 

picture below can still be seen, but the text on top of the shape can still be read.  It appears to be 

a happy medium where the overall design is thoroughly thought out, and yet it is still functional.  

What is nice about the examples that Reynolds shows, is that they are very easily replicated in 

new versions of PowerPoint, which makes it practical and simple for new designers. 

 While there is a much deeper depth to using font and typeface as a design element, the 

descriptions and methods here are items that particularly stood out to me.  These are some areas 

that I now have to focus on when trying to improve my own design projects. 


